
COMMUNICATING WITH SPIRITS THROUGH WRITING A BOOK

If You Don't Hear Or See Spirits, Try This Method By Bob Olson. mind to take over your writing, allowing your
spirit-guides to write (communicate) through you. â€œDestinations Unlimitedâ€• would be a good title for a book on this
teaching.

Don't put pressure on yourself to perform. Because the source of the information is at issue and the medium
cannot be validated, we must turn to the content of the material. Thought then sends the signal out into the
Universe and it manifests. Consider this body your vehicle. What is Automatic Writing? Some tips for putting
the mind aside and doing automatic writing successfully 1. He has never spoken at any of my readings. It is
only for you to imagine. But the results will prove to you that is it true, and that will allow you to trust even
more the next time. Begin with a short prayer asking God to watch over you, protect you, and guide you. Or
just when you have some questions that you want a spiritual perspective on. Direct Channeling It takes
practice in the art of letting go. Do not be discouraged the first few times you try this. Intuition sees a lot
further than that. Chances are, however, the voice you hear will be your own. Accept silly stuff you think you
might be making up - remember you are looking for gradual changes over a period of years so in the
beginning don't expect profundity or expertise. Automatic Writing Blog Posts What Is Automatic Writing â€”
An overview of the process , what it is and what types of information can be accessed by your subconscious
mind. If you disagree with it then reject it. The reader learns how to receive and interpret messages in less than
60 days. A relaxed mind is far more likely to be able to connect than one that is trying too hard. Don't judge
what you write while you are writing it. In these cases people can ignore guidance but that doesn't mean that
they are not receiving it. With practice, you will learn the infinite possibilities that exist with this key. In rare
cases, you feel nothing and the words flow out of you. This is an advanced way to communicate with ghosts
and spirits. Just enjoy the journey!


